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The origin
Universities as mobility generators and changemaker
Universities are important poles of attraction for frequent travellers: thousands of daily trips
are made towards and from European universities. Therefore, the mobility generated by
universities should be taken into account in urban mobility planning.
Thus, universities have their own bodies that make decisions regarding the territorial
management of campuses, the infrastructures and services within the campuses, the work/
study schedules of the university community, and other important issues that affect the
mobility of thousands of people.
Moreover, universities have a key role in the education of the citizens and professionals of
the future - they are a powerful engine of change. The integration of sustainable mobility
practices in the education of students encourages the green transition.
In short, universities are a powerful instrument to implement EU policy now and
in the future.
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And then along came... U·MOB LIFE
Transforming mobility in European universities
U·MOB LIFE is a project funded by the European Commission under the LIFE programme.
The project is aimed at the creation of a university network to facilitate the exchange and
transfer of knowledge on sustainable mobility best practices among European universities.
The U·MOB network serves as a tool towards the reduction of CO2 emissions thanks to
improved mobility in the university community.

Duration

Partnership

5 years + 6 month extension

6 partners from 4 European countries: Spain, the Netherlands, Italy, Poland

01/07/2016 – 31/12/2021

4 universities, 1 consultancy, 1 foundation

Budget
1,329,427€
60% funded by the LIFE programme
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The objectives
Our path outlined by six specific objectives
Reducing CO2 emissions
Raising awareness about
the need of reducing CO2
emissions from European
universities and the
important role of universities
regarding education
of present and future
generations.

Mobility Manager
Promoting and building
capacity for the professional
figure of “Mobility Manager”
at European universities.
Defining a qualification profile
and developing a course to
train Mobility Managers.

Creating and
consolidating sustainable
mobility
Creating and consolidating a
“European University Network
for Sustainable Mobility”
capable of transferring during
the project and multiplying
after the project lifetime.

Best practices at
universities
Attractively communicating
and disseminating the
sustainable mobility best
practices in campuses among
EU universities.

Reducing CO2 emissions
after LIFE

Development of
sustainable mobility

Defining and implementing
best practices in European
campuses in order to reduce
CO2 emissions during and
after project completion.

Fostering the development of
sustainable mobility policies
among stakeholders, such
as public authorities and
transport companies.
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What have we done?
Five years and a half of non-stop work and cooperation at a glance
Collection of university best practices on sustainable mobility.
Creation and enlargement of the U·MOB network - the first European Network of Universities for Sustainable Mobility.
Creation of the U·MOB Training Course on Sustainable Mobility Management at Universities.
Production of multiple awareness-raising materials, including guides, leaflets, videos, posters, communication campaigns on
social networks, among others.
Implementation of sustainable mobility strategic plans at ten member universities.
Main events:

Best Practices Awards:
Sustainable Mobility & Green
Procurement

U·MOB Video Contests
in Spanish Universities &
Italian Universities

BARCELONA 2017

European Conferences
for Sustainable Mobility at
University Campuses:

KRAKOW 2019

1st U·MOB-MUV
Tournament -

International Tournament
among Universities on
Sustainable Mobility

Sustainable Mobility
Forum

at the University of La Rioja
(Spain)

BERGAMO 2021 (ONLINE)
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What have we achieved?
All (well-done) work pays off

3

10

85

universities from 11
EU countries

+2,000,000
people involved in
Europe; 66 NUTS3

universities
implementing mobility
plans with the partners’
technical assistance

+200

+100

best practices
collected and
published

actions implemented

European conferences
in Barcelona, Cracow,
and Bergamo
(online)

+45,000

mobility surveys
collected

+550

assistants

+15

+300

people conducting
the training course on
Sustainable Mobility
Management

80

stakeholders involved
in the project actions

+50

press appearances

written materials
(guidelines, reports,
presentations)

+30

graphic designs

+40
videos

+60,000

visits to the project
materials

+2,500

surveys to raise
awareness on
the impact of
transportation on
climate change
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The main project outputs...

Have resulted in...

•

•

REDUCTION of the use of cars run on fossil fuels.

•

INCREASE in the use of sustainable transport means.

•

REDUCTION of the CO2 emissions linked to university
commuting.

DEFINITION of mobility strategies and plans with concrete
actions planned with deadlines, responsible parties and
resources. All with the support of the university governing
bodies.

•

APPOINTMENT AND TRAINING of mobility managers, as
key personnel to develop sustainable mobility policies.

•

KNOWLEDGE EXCHANGE on mobility practices among
European universities.

•

COLLABORATION with authorities, transport agencies,
representatives of civil society, companies…

•

RAISING awareness of environmental care and promoting
sustainable mobility.

•

INVOLVEMENT AND AWARENESS of students and
university staff to promote sustainable mobility at
universities and in our cities.

Mobility best practices at universities: “New Mobility Policy
for Employees” (Erasmus University Rotterdam)
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What next?
The U·MOB LIFE Project has an end. Our network does not.
U·MOB LIFE officially ended on 31 December 2021. But this does not mean that the project
remains in a drawer and is remembered as a phase of our past.
Today’s challenges and trends are calling us to action: sustainable mobility is here to stay
and will continue to grow in the years to come.
•

Partners worked on how to ensure the continuity of the network.

•

A survey was sent to member universities to know their opinion.

•

The network’s continuity is guaranteed thanks to the signing of a MoU (Memorandum
of Understanding), initially by more than 30 universities, which defines its mode of
operation.
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What does U·MOB LIFE mean to you?
We do care what others say
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U·MOB LIFE Project
European Network for Sustainable Mobility at University

More information at:

info@u-mob.eu
www.u-mob.eu

